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Mr. Larrie Rose, Session Chairman
Our next speaker is a gentleman from British Telecom. His name is Yung Kim. He 
originally was from Korea, he lived in London for many years, transferred to Asia. 
Since 1982 he has been involved in various technologies in BT. He will make a 
presentation on BT’s newly announced project “21th Century Network”.
Mr. Yung Kim
Thank you very much for the invitation to talk to this prestigious gathering. My 
name is Yung Kim, I have been in this industry for a fairly long while and have seen 
the changes of up and downs that you are all familiar with. I saw the slides here 
showing that the Telcos are your big buyers. Let me share with you some 
background information, my personal experience on how the industry is going, what 
the challenges are and you may be able to pick up some of the thinking that is 
going on in Telcos. I joined BT in 1982 after university when BT was still a 
government organization. When I told my father that I got the job with BT his words 
were: nice, you got job security for life, it will not pay you a lot but it's a good job. BT 
had 250.000 people at that time, we now have 80.000 people working in the UK, so 
around 70% of the people have left. I remember about 12 years ago, in one day, on 
31 July 30.000 people left at one go. BT was privatized 20 years ago, 10 years ago 
we went through transformational changes and we thought that cost cutting and 
restructuring will be an answer. Well, we thought it was: we had a boom, I was 
involved in buying companies and acquisitions. A fun time the late 90ties! We came 
to another sort of challenge probably  4 years ago: we needed to do something 
more than just restructuring as a Telco, as a survivor, as an ex-incumbent player. 
Because BT is listed I need to advise you that I am not giving you a promise but tell 
you my view of how the industry is going forward.
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BT’s strategy is on track

Traditional focus

New wave focus

21CN
transformation

Long-term partnership
with our customers> Improved service

> Aggressive & creative 
marketing

> Price innovation
> Reduce costs

– Broadband
– Mobility
– ICT
– Global Solutions

BTs’ strategy is on track. I can tell you that last year our revenue grew. We don’t 
have a mobile network, we have a mobile operation as a virtual operator. On the 
left hand side we have our traditional focus: this is where companies like Skype
and internet telephony companies come and attack us and we have to compete, 
we can't just let it go. Aggressive pricing, innovation in bundling and billing, we can 
retain this kind of attack at about 5% reduction in our revenue in that area. Our 
total revenue is $ 35 billion a year and we are loosing about 5% of this side of the 
business – voice communication. The government also imposes price reductions 
of about 4% a year, so you can see the kind of challenge we have. On the bottom 
right hand side is the good news: our revenue there is growing about 35%. It 
started small so therefore we recently saw some real growth in that area and our 
revenue there is more than a quarter of our total revenue. To grow our business 
and compete on cost we had to do something drastic and that’s what 21st Century 
Network is all about. Not only that: telecom companies have never been very 
good in servicing their customers. Have you ever seen a telecom company listed 
in the top 3 of the word rankings of best service companies? No, and there is a 
very simple answer: when you call a telephone company, what do they ask you? 
Your telephone number, they don’t want to know anything else about you. The 
only other thing they know about you is whether you have paid your bill or not. So 
with a customer relationship at that kind of level how can we deliver innovation 
and customer loyalty? BT needed to know if there are children growing up, they 
made need mobile phones and other services than just a plain phone in the corner 
of the house. 21st Century Network is a transformation of business, not just a 
network, which most of the Telcos know how to do.
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21CN - three key points

Speed to 
market

Customer
experience and 
empowerment

Cost
transformation

We will empower the customer with 
control, choice and flexibility like 
never before and offer them 
communications from anywhere to 
any device

We’ll make exciting new services 
available for customers faster than 
has been possible before

We’re reducing our costs – we’ll 
make growing cash cost savings 
which are expected to amount to £1 
billion per annum by 2008/9

First of all we need to change the customer experience and really need to 
empower them to make changes: they can order, they can put in their 
new address when they move on our website, they can go directly to our 
exchange. Why should we intervene, make mistakes and cause 
problems? Our target is to reduce our customer interaction to 4 out of 5 
being automated within the next 4-5 years. Speed to market: we have 
been talking about going to the market with innovation quickly. We have 
not been very good, in fact it takes about 2 years from the inception of an 
idea to the launch of a new product. These are the reasons why our CEO 
and the previous CEO all told us to be quicker, but in fact we couldn't. Do 
you know why? There is the network, the building of support systems and 
all the things attached to the service, which cause a lot of problems and to 
be competitive we need to reduce timing from 2 years to 6 months. I am 
going to tell you later how we are going to achieve the reduction.  We 
have been squeezing cost just like any other good, efficient company, I 
am sure your industry is the same. BT has been squeezing cost the last 4 
years since the bubble burst and we made some big changes and savings 
of around $ 600 to 700 million a year, pretty good. But what happens 
when you squeeze and squeeze? You know some things will go wrong. 
My analogy is a wet towel: You can squeeze a wet towel for a while but if 
you squeeze it too much you don’t have a towel anymore, you have two 
pieces of towels. We really needed to reduce cost, we needed nearly $ 2 
billion a year by 2008 to compete with the newcomers which are attacking 
our markets. So we need a different strategy, we can't do it just with 
efficiency.
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IP
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PSTN
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21CN - our current network

This is our current network. As you can see, we built the services based 
on new technologies. When ATM came we provided ATM service, when 
IP came we provided IP services and we have telephony services based 
on telephone exchanges. Traditionally these services were not 
innovative, there were based on technology. That's why we could not 
launch anything new, because we had to put up another network, 
another management system, possibly another building as well. 
However, we will be moving to a new way.
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IP-MPLS-WDM
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Agg Box
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nodes

~100
nodes
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21CN - our simplified network

PSTN Migration Converged Core

For discussion purposes.
No implementation assurances

This is going to be a very simplified network and we will have 3 access 
technologies: Copper, fiber and radio and we will have internet as a basic 
network. WDM at the core and access will be all aggregated using IP 
protocol. Also we will drastically reduce the number of locations. Firstly 
the expensive locations, which we call metro nodes.
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21CN
- call path through strategic domains

IP/MPLS

Access Metro Core Transmission I-node

These are our partners that we announced recently. Access is Fujitsu, 
intelligence node is Ericsson and we may find another company to
compete with Ericsson later, core network is Cisco and Lucent, while 
metro has three players. So instead of a class 4 switch or class 5 switch 
in telephone exchanges, we decided for access node, metro node and 
core, in other words a different topology. 
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Service creation framework

Applying the development approach from IT 
software industry to telecoms
Creating series of reusable, common 
capabilities
First 9 components created 2004/5
New products or enhancements based on 
these components to be launched 2005/6
Increase automation and accelerate time to 
market for new services
Help contribute to cost reduction

For discussion purposes.
No implementation assurances

We are also borrowing ideas from the IT industry. When you write an 
application on a Windows OS, or Linux or Unix, the application is written 
based on the operating system API, you don’t invent another operating 
system. Telcos have been pretty bad: We have always invented a new 
operating system whenever we wanted to launch new services. So we 
need to go back and produce something called a common capability, 
which is a set of building blocks which we can re-use. The common 
capability here is more an advanced OS API and we will use these to 
reduce cost and go to markets quickly. We will expose these to others 
like IBM and Accenture to make use of our network capabilities. 
Ultimately, we may even expose these to our competitors because we 
want to be part of the game and innovation and new services do not only
come from BT. All the Telcos have to wake up because traditionally the 
Telcos invented the services internally but new, exciting services can be 
brought in from outside forces and they can use our networks to deliver 
and charge. We want to be at least a part of that game rather than trying 
to monopolize the services, which has traditionally been the case.
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What is the overall architecture?

A converged network based on IP and an 
MPLS core

An Intelligence layer that is mobile enabled based on 3GPP IMS 
concepts

OSS systems based on COTS packages integrated with a hub 
architecture

An open applications layer

Early closure of legacy platforms (PSTN, Private Circuits, PDH)

This is the overall architecture and I am not going into details. We have decided 
to remove all of our traditional telephone exchange equipment. Why did we 
decide that? Different companies take different decisions but we found, when 
we made the economic analysis that whilst it may cost us more in the next 2 
years, over a long term of 10 to 12 years, changing everything to a simplified 
network will produce more benefits, better cash flow, more profits. Other 
companies, like Deutsche Telekom, decided to do it more slowly. I don’t know 
which one is the correct approach. However the most important thing is that you 
have to decide based on your real cost of ownership now. For BT I can confess, 
we did not know what the real cost of ownership is because we are using the 
network ducts which many services use. When it is cut, the cost is allocated to 
different business units and it is all done on a historical basis. May be you have 
similar problems: you may have a production line for many different products 
and you allocate the cost. Is it real cost or is it a historical basis? If we don’t 
know the real cost we can't design the future network, it's as simple as that but 
very difficult. We had a change of CEO, change of CTO and we have a lot of 
US folks working in our company at high level. But the world's  best heart 
surgeon can not operate himself if something is wrong with his heart. Maybe he 
has got all the knowledge but he has to ask the second best surgeon in the 
world to do it for him. So sometimes it's not the knowledge that’s important but 
how to implement it.
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21CN - key milestones

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Strategic vendors announced
Broadband growth on MSAN/combo cards
First new service launches based on re-usable capabilities; broadband available to 99.6%

Migration begins
17 new product launches/enhancements based on re-usable capabilities
New operations and service management capability in place

Voice transformation trial begins; access fibre trial begins
Converged network work begins
Service creation framework work begins
Experience development centre work begins

Programme 
nears completion

Mass migration continues
Customer and equipment migration underway
Large scale non PSTN service migration begins

Mass migration reaches more 
than 50% of customers

These are the milestones we set. By the year 2010 we should have
removed all the telephone exchanges that you see as carrying voice. By 
then all of our calls will go through the internet, in other words IP 
telephony.
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Access fibre trial

Trials of fibre in access network – to the 
cabinet and to the premises

Designed to test the investment, 
operational, technology and business 
case
Street-based provisioning complete
250 BT people fibre lines installed and 
working – February 2005
First external residential customers 
connected - February 2005
Business trialists’ recruitment underway -
February 2005

Fibre

Copper

PCP

�
�
�

�

There are many other things we have done in our trial in 2004 and 2005, but
I would like to share those which are more relevant to your area. If you look 
around the countries like Japan, Russia, USA, anywhere to see where the 
telephone exchanges are located, they are located in the middle of the town. 
Why? The telephone signal over copper wire travels 6 to 7 kilometers. So 
you have to locate your telephone exchange to cover most of your
residential customers. We have around 6,000 of those, Japan probably 
more, the US even more. When it comes to exchanging access to fiber, a 
signal in a fiber does not travel only 6 to 7 kilometers, it travels longer, 
certainly much longer. Therefore, do you really have to keep those 6,000 
buildings to use as the same base? We really don’t have an answer yet. 
Last year we started an experiment, we call it “deep fiber”, which is long 
distance fiber access and we are checking whether we can actually operate 
with only 50 or 100 locations in the UK by having long fiber access. 
I mentioned common capability using API and I will be showing you very 
quickly a few examples for that.

Home Networking
BT Rich Media
BT Communicator
BT Fusion
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BT Communicator…
the complete communication package

A new service developed in 
partnership with Yahoo! that will 
manage all home communications 
from the PC and incorporating:

• Instant Messenger
• Video Chat
• VoIP
• Click2Call
• Internet Call Waiting 
• SMS
• Personal Address Book
• Calendar
• Directory enquiries
• Voicemail

BT Communicator

BT Communicator is a VoIP service we launched nearly 2 years ago. It's 
a communications portal, it's strategically important and it's important 
because we provide VoIP and other innovative services to our customer. 
When I ask my daughter, what does BT mean to her, it will be a 
telephone in the corner of the lounge in the house that nobody uses. 
That’s the image of a telephone company. We have a big problem: To 
survive in this new world, we have to have our brand somewhere. The 
best place to put it is the PC desktop. When you open your PC, the BT 
logo is there. What does it do? All your communication needs, that’s why 
it is important that BT Communicator puts the logo on the PC, PDA and 
the mobile phone. By doing so people will relate to BT as a modern 
company and not something invented 100 years ago.
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HLR

MSC broadband

BT Fusion

Access Point (BT Hub) acts as a cell 
site

Voice Calls and data (later) sessions 
are placed and received exactly as 
they are today on GSM networks

This allows in-call handover between 
Access Points and GSM cells

Supports any wireless bearer e.g. 
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi (later)

3G

BT Fusion is a fixed/mobile convergence product. Many countries do it, 
we launched it this year. The biggest difference is that we decided to use 
only one number. The mobile phone number that you already have today 
becomes a phone at home, a phone at work and a phone in-between. 
Fortunately the regulator in the UK allows the use of a single number, in 
other countries the regulators unfortunately still differentiate between 
what is a fixed line and what is a mobile call.
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BT’s Vision
for Fixed/Mobile Convergence

Using One converged network

One Device

One Number

One Message Box

One Address Book

One Point of Contact

One Bill

One Secure Connection

BTs vision is making one number, one device, one message box. When 
you come here your message box will capture your friends calling you at 
home, when you are in the office you have a voicemail, when you are on 
the mobile your mobile phone voicemail is on. Why can't we just provide 
one message box? 
Your phone books at home, at work or on the mobile phone are different, 
can't we just provide one? 
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One Converged Network -
BT 21C

Multi-Service
Multi-Access
Converged Network

For Each User:
• Single Account
• Single User Profile
• Single Login
• Presence
• Single Voicemail

Multi-Service
Multi-Access
Converged Network

For Each User:
• Single Account
• Single User Profile
• Single Login
• Presence
• Single Voicemail

Mobile Network
GSM/GPRS & 3G

with Partner

Wireless Access
WiFi & WiMAX

Residential
Broadband Access

DSL & Cable

Enterprise Networks
LAN & WiFi BT 21C

Network

PSTN

Based on SIP
using 3GPP IMS standards

That’s what we want to do with the 21st Century Network, making all 
access technology come together in the intelligent part in the middle, 
which we believe is the way forward. We will build our networks where 
we know our customers are and deliver calls: If they are at home we 
deliver calls to the home, if they are at the office we deliver calls to the 
office. The reasons why wire-line companies are in decline is that while 
you are in Tokyo, people will call your home. Why do they call you at 
home, using network capacity, electricity and so on? The reason is the 
network does not know where you are. 
Now we have the technology to deliver calls to where our customers are. 
Mobile companies certainly have it, may be not globally yet. But that’s 
why you use mobile phones because you know the person you are 
calling carries the phone and there is a very good chance that the person 
will answer. So we need to change. If we don’t change we won't survive.
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A world first - the key facts

Migration of around 350,000 customer
lines in the Cardiff, Bridgend and
Pontypridd area 

Expected to begin in the second half
of 2006

Valuable industry insights will help assure future migration
of 30 million lines in just four years 

Work has already begun. Over the next 12 months or so,
we will commission equipment in over 70 technical centres

Our IT systems require over 1,500 staff years of development

This area was selected because of its representative local 
and industry demographics

I will show you that 21st Century Network is not just a dream, it already 
started. Next year we will start mass migration in South Wales. The 
access in that is quite different. We use a fiber-ring technology for access 
instead of the traditional star-technology, in which customer to the 
exchange is a point-to-point kind of way. Obviously that is still the case 
but all of the small exchanges, we call them now multi-service access 
node, are all looped by fiber and then parented to 2 different metro 
nodes. 350,000 customers in South Wales will start migration to the new 
technology. 
As an example of the tasks ahead, the IT system to manage the 
migration process would take about 1,500 man years of programming to 
develop.
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A world first for this area

Focusing on -

• Migrating 350,000 
customer lines

• Replacing 9 digital local 
exchanges

• Installing new equipment 
in over 70 technical 
centres

Pontypridd

Cowbridge

Wick
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Ynysybwl
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Penarth

Llanedeyrn

Customer migration boundary

This is the area where we are going. We will replace a lot of digital 
exchanges, install multi-service access nodes and we have to prepare 3 
metro nodes, one inside the red boundary and two outside. As I said, it 
has to be at least dual parented to 2 metro nodes for resilience.
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A fibre ring configuration enhances resilience

Cardiff

Newport

Swansea

Pencoed

Porthcawl

Abergavenny

Maesteg

Southerndown

Wick

Llantwit Major

Bridgend

Kenfig Hill

Ogmore Valley

Traditionally we always pulled a cable straight from the node to the major 
exchanges. For example a telephone call can now take place form 2 
places and if the cable is cut, it goes the other way around, without the 
customer ever noticing it, the conversation will carry on.
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21CN - key points

21CN is the enabling infrastructure for growth 
at BT and for its customers
The most ambitious business transformation programme in 
communications worldwide
Represents a major investment by BT
Will put BT and UK at the forefront of communications innovation
We are delivering now

This is a growth engine for us and this is the way we are drastically going 
to cut the cost of our business in order to compete. It is a major 
investment for us: We are investing nearly $ 4 billion a year for the next 5 
years. So there is a risk, but if successful a huge reward is waiting for us. 
And we hope 21CN will put the United Kingdom at the forefront of new 
technology. 
Thank you very much for your attention.


